REFUGE OF OPPRESSION.

In the Northern Country.

In every part of the country, the slaves are to be found in numbers that are surprising. It is estimated that there are at least 10,000 slaves in the United States, and that the number is increasing daily. The slave trade is a profitable business, and many masters are willing to risk their lives and the lives of their families in order to obtain slaves. The slaughtering of the white men and women is carried on in a systematic and brutal manner, and the slaves are treated as mere property. It is estimated that there are at least 10,000 slaves in the United States, and that the number is increasing daily. The slave trade is a profitable business, and many masters are willing to risk their lives and the lives of their families in order to obtain slaves. The slaughtering of the white men and women is carried on in a systematic and brutal manner, and the slaves are treated as mere property. It is estimated that there are at least 10,000 slaves in the United States, and that the number is increasing daily.
THE LIBERATOR.

THE OUTFRONT IN KANSAS.

The following letter from Miss A. H. Wood, of Lawrence, Kansas, dated May 27th, will give us some real information in regard to the outrages committed in that State:

"Dear Sir,—I am now in Lawrence, and have been here about a month. The town has been very quiet, and the freeholders have taken their seats in the legislature. We have a very good school, and the people are all very much in favor of education. The Constitution now in force is very good, and the people are all very happy. I have heard that the Free State men are very much afraid of the abolitionists, and say they are very dangerous. I am very much pleased with the people here, and think they are very good.

"Yours truly,

"A. H. Wood."
THE LIBERATOR.

POETRY.

BY EMANCIPATION.

[Poem beginning: "When the slave in tears has wept his wrong..."]

THE LIBERATOR.

RIODE ISLAND CORPORATION.

[Article starting: "The recent meeting of the Ri..."

FREEDOM OF CHRISTIANITY.

[Article starting: "The question of religious free..."

A MORMON CONFEDERATE.

[Article starting: "Dear Garnett, You ask me a question..."

DIES.

[Article starting: "SCHAMALI, CIRCASSIAN WAR.

PETER GOTT, THE CAPE ANN TIMESMAN.

GLANCES AND GLIMMERES.

Twenty Years of Professional Life.

DERBY'S CATHOLIC.